Adelaide Writers' Week: Dickensian twists and the war on whistleblowers

Contrasting sessions exploring the ingenuity and audacity of Dickens and Australia’s treatment of high-profile whistleblowers were among highlights on day three of Adelaide Writers’ Week.
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You don’t become a whistleblower if you want success, you become a whistleblower because you are so angry you have no choice. Former army lawyer and soldier David McBride, recently re-admitted to law practice in New South Wales, told a supportive afternoon audience this was why he felt compelled to provide the ABC with evidence about alleged war crimes by Australian troops in Afghanistan. As a consequence, he was charged under the Defence Act, lost his house and for a time his career.

“I wanted to stand up and be counted, that’s all,” said McBride, who did two tours in Afghanistan and loved his job as an army lawyer. “Obviously it comes with a cost... but at the end of the day, you don’t work for the government, you don’t work for the pay rise; you work for the principle. I worked for the idea of Australia, not the government of Australia.”

With detailed allegations of Afghanistan war crimes now being aired almost daily without consequence in the defamation trial brought by Australian VC holder Ben Roberts Smith, McBride accused the Federal Government of not really caring about the law, only wielding it to put enemies in jail.
“It’s not applied consistently,” McBride said. “And if it’s not applied consistently, it’s not a law, it’s a government weapon.”

On the stage with McBride at the War on Whistleblowers session was Bernard Collaery, former Northern Territory attorney-general and legal adviser to Timor-Leste who was charged over his alleged role in revealing Australia spied on the East Timorese delegation during 2004 negotiations over a seabed oil and gas treaty.

When Collaery brought action under international law against the Australian Government, arguing the bugging nullified the oil and gas treaty, he was raided by ASIO. He is still being prosecuted.

The case has become so absurd the Government is fighting to try him in secret so it will not have to admit the spying took place.

“They want to put me to trial over something that they want to publicly deny, and are publicly denying,” Collaery said. “They want a secret trial because to try me, they have to admit what was done.”

Australian human rights lawyer and former Rhodes Scholar Jennifer Robinson, speaking from London where she defends WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange, said she did not want to live in a democracy where good men like McBride and Collaery were on trial for doing what was right and in the public interest.

“I don’t want to live in a democracy where a lawyer who is doing his job is prosecuted – that is a terrifying precedent,” Robinson said.

She said Assange was targeted so heavily by the US after releasing intelligence leaks (which included a video of US military shooting Iraqi civilians from a helicopter) because “information is power”. The US was still fighting to jail Assange more than a decade later in order to deter anyone else from publishing the truth, she said.

“A journalist and editor with information was suddenly seen as the most powerful man in the world, or the most dangerous man in the world, and why? Because he was offering us the truth,” Robinson said. “The truth about war crimes, the truth about human rights abuses.”

Robinson said assurances from the US that Assange, a clear suicide risk, would be safe in a US prison were not accepted.

“It is not a full assurance and it is not worth the paper it is written on, in my view,” she said.